24th Cen.

Jess Maxwell
Human

Federation

The Starfleet Corps of Engineers is like any
other aspect of Starfleet: a busy organization
with a detailed mission that also has to
support a community. Connor Maxwell and
Heather Pierce were two members of the SCE
who joined early and traveled throughout the
Federation on various projects. They met
working on a weather management satellite
system on Galiss IX and then a few years later
building a colony infrastructure on Telemar
Prime. After that they requested assignments
together and a short decade later they were
married with a child.
Jess Maxwell (they can be Jesse or Jessica
depending on what you need) grew up
moving from SCE project to SCE project. They
entered Starfleet Academy with the idea of
following in their parents’ footsteps but
though they had learned engineering tricks
and miracle fixes at their parents’ side they
hadn’t learned much about discipline or
hierarchy. The Academy was a struggle and
about the only bright point was the
relationship they started up in their second
year. If it weren’t for that romance they might
have left that year but as it was they only continued on for another semesters before
leaving.
Jess Maxwell in the 23rd Century
There’s more frontier in the 23rd century so using Jess Maxwell in the original series time
period is an excellent fit. The biggest decision to make is whether they are a civilian
contractor who works along with but separate from the Federation (like Carol Marcus) or
if they’re someone who constantly butts heads with Federation authorities (like Harry
Mudd).

Dramatic projects for a civilian engineer in this period could include the Genesis Project
complex, goodwill repairs following the Praxis Incident, or establishing new colonies in
systems first contacted by Captain Kirk and his crew.
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Biography

24th Cen.
Jess has never looked back after striking out on their own, except every so often
about “the one that got away.” They’ve made a career for themselves as a civilian
contractor working on engineering projects across the Federation like their parents
did. When Starfleet is busy repairing the fleet after Borg conflicts or building up
military options to face the Dominion, people like Jess Maxwell are continuing to
build aqueducts, terraformers, and transport networks. If things get too crowded,
they can always try other parts of the galaxy, following where the work and their
interests go.

Statistics
Use the following statistics for a Notable or Major version of this character. The
statistics note what changes are necessary for a Major NPC.
TRAIT: Human, Prodigy

Stress: 12

Resistance: 0

VALUES:

ATTACKS:

• I Don’t Need a Uniform to Get the Job
Done
• I’m There When People Need An Expert

• Unarmed Strike (Melee, 5A

ATTRIBUTES

SPECIAL ABILITIES

Knockdown,
1H, Non-lethal)
• Phaser type-II (Ranged, 7A, 1H, Charge)
• Escalation Paralytic toxin (See special rules)

(Major NPC)
Control
Fitness
Presence

9
11
10

Daring
Insight
Reason

10
9
12

DISCIPLINES
Command
Security
Science

01
01
03

Conn
Engineering
Medicine

For Major NPC add +1 to Conn and Science.

FOCUSES:
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure Systems
Technological Design
Material Science (Major NPC)
Structural Engineering (Major NPC)
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03
04
01

• Collaboration (Talent, p. 136)
• Jury-Rig (Talent, p. 137)
• I’ve Got This: Whenever Jess attempts to

convince someone to accept their plan, they
may add a bonus d20 to their dice pool.
• Numbers Don’t Lie: When Jess succeeds on a
Task to assess a plan they gain one bonus
Threat, which may only be spent on Obtain
Information.
• Here’s the Plan: Once per scene, when Jess
succeeds on a Task to build, modify, or
repair something they may spend 3 Threat.
If they do, Jess chooses a single ally. The
next Task that ally attempts counts as
having assistance from Jess using their
Reason + Engineering.
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